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PRESS NOTICE

Admiral Sakellariou the Royal Hellenic Minister of Narine, has sent

the following reply to a message sent by the First Lord of the

Admiralty on the occasion of the anniversary of the torpedoing of

the Greek cruiser HELLE by an Italian submarine.

I beg of you to accept my thanks for the sympathy which you have

expressed to the Hellenic Nation and Navy on the occasion of the anniversary
of the treacherous torpedoing by the Italians of our cruiser HELLE during

the festival of the Assumption at our Island of Tinos, He have deemed it

our duty to remain faithful to our long lived dictates of honour and when

unprovokedly challenged to fight an unequal struggle against much superior
enemies. Greece is now temporarily lost to us, and the freedom ire so

cherish is not ours. But I can assure you that one and all of those who

have succeeded in fleeing from slavery and those, no less, who were compelled
to remain and carry on the struggle in their own way within our enslaved land,

are bound by an unshaken desire, namely to continue the fight until ultimate

victory and until we are definitely assured of our country's security and of

the prosperity of our people. Side by side with your valiant people, our

blood-bound comrades in arms, we will live up to this aim with the same

courage and determination with which we fought on the peaks of Albania,at
the passes of Macedonia, in and around our Islands.

I am particularly happy to declare that the Hellenic Navy, mindful

of the unforgiveable outrage of the torpedoing of our only cruiser and

deeply conscious of its past history, will continue its epic fight at the

side of your glorious Royal Navy in that self same spirit which has been

the soul of our race throughout the ages.

ADMIRALTY.


